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Preface 

This year report gives an overview of everything that Stichting Boerengroep (Peasant foundation) 

and Inspringtheater (Jump-In Theatre) have done in 2019. The year theme that linked most of our 

activities was ‘Circular Farming - a way forward?’. 

For more than half a century, Dutch and European agricultural policy has focused on efficiently 

producing as much food as possible for a low price and with a reasonable income for the farmers. 

Using this policy that was developed by the legendary Sicco Mansholt, Dutch agriculture attracted 

admiration from beyond its borders and grew into a nation with the second-largest agricultural 

output in the world. This great success of the last half century, however, is not a guarantee for 

the future.  

Shortly before the summer of 2018, Wageningen University & Research presented the concept 

note  “Kringlooplandbouw” (circular agriculture), in which a new perspective is outlined for Dutch 

agriculture. This note was discussed in a technical briefing with the agricultural committee of the 

Dutch Parliament in mid-June. On the 8th of September 2018 the Dutch minister of agriculture, 

nature and food quality, Carola Schouten launched her vision on the transition of the Dutch 

agriculture in a direction of circularity. Louise Fresco also backed up the vision by stating that we 

are in a paradigm shift and Wageningen University & Research will support the ministry. 

Boerengroep took this call for action seriously by setting up together with WEP, GreenOffice and 

the NCOK the Circular Farming Platform. Agriforum joined later on the initiating team. The role of 

this platform is to offer a place of dialogue for students, academics and practitioners to discuss 

the challenges and opportunities to make the transition happen, also in education. During this 

year 2019, Boerengroep within the Platform focused on organizing interactive events, 

encouraged dialogues about what circular farming is and the possible forms it can take. The aim 

was to facilitate open discussions that highlighted the complexity and multi-levelness of the topic.  

The longer-term goal of the Circular Farming Platform is to write a vision for the education at the 

WUR, that is in line with the paradigm shift from a productivity-focused agriculture to a circularity-

focused agriculture. Therefore, the input of students from every discipline was encouraged during 

the events and during the promotional activities of the Platform. Boerengroep sees circular 

farming as an opportunity to make new interdisciplinary connections and partnerships and to 

think about new (economic) models and food systems that put less pressure on the ecological 

environment and instead intend to work together with nature.  

Our yearly organized Farm Experience Internship, which focuses on agroecology in practice also 

included a day dedicated to circular farming. Herre Bartlema and Henk Oostindie were invited to 

discuss the subject and participants were able to join the debate to pinpoint where agroecology 

and circular farming meet. Another place where students talked for endless hours about circular 

https://www.wur.nl/nl/nieuws/Paper-over-kringlooplandbouw-en-klimaat-voor-LNV.htm
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agriculture was at the Boerengroep Break. This turned out to be a productive setting for discussing 

the definition and implications of circular farming. 

The role of the coordinator of Boerengroep was filled by Patricia Lemmens and later taken over 

by Louise Vercruysse, and the role of coordinator for Inspringtheater by Geertje Klaver and later 

taken over by Johanna Schröder. The board composition has changed throughout the year (4.1), 

with currently Pablo Van Neste as chair, Pauline Martel as secretary and Esther van Hoof as 

treasurer. The internship-periods of Eva van Dijk and Maria-Franca Dekkers ended in September 

2019, Timo Tönje’s and Marretje Adriaanse’s internships are still going on (4.1). To attract new 

students and to facilitate informal get together with Boerengroep board members, Boerengroep 

has continued with the Boerengroep Breaks. 

Throughout the year, Boerengroep has been working with many different organizations and 

networks - both within and outside of the university, strengthening each other’s efforts in 

critically reflecting on global agricultural developments and exploring alternative food systems. 

This year amongst others with: Otherwise, Platform ABC, Association for Biological-Dynamic 

Farming, ActionAid, CEJA, Agriforum, Green Office, GAN, Project Food Forest, TNI and 

Wageningen Student Farm. Furthermore, Boerengroep and Inspringtheater have made large 

steps and got closer together again, we expect to harvest from this cooperation in 2020. 

 

So, what is there to come in 2020? After the success of our events about circular farming, 

Boerengroep will now focus on the effects of climate change on agriculture and the effects of 

agriculture on climate change.  

 

We are excited to dive deep into the theme of climate change, which will be the topic that defines 

the coming decennium, and to organize constructive dialogues and inspiring excursions and 

workshops about it. Furthermore, we’re looking forward to connecting with the Boerengroep of 

the past 50 years in preparation for our 50-year anniversary in 2021.  

But for now, we hope you enjoy reading our year report of 2019! 

 

Stichting Boerengroep – Peasant Foundation 
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1. Introduction of Stichting Boerengroep and Stichting 
Inspringtheater 

 

Since 1971, Stichting Boerengroep (Peasant Foundation) aims to connect the university (students, 

research, education) with the reality and challenges of farmers and peasants in the Netherlands 

and worldwide. “The education at the university was very theoretical and moreover it often gave 

a wrong impression of the reality of farmers and peasants”, stated Jan Douwe van der Ploeg, one 

of the founders of Boerengroep. Therefore, Boerengroep started to conduct interviews with 

farmers. These interviews were then taken into the university where researchers were questioned 

and stimulated to conduct research on the true needs of farmers. When, in 1971, a massive 

demonstration took place - half a million farmers were in the streets to protest the low prices – 

Boerengroep was there to support them. Still, Boerengroep is fighting for social, just and 

sustainable food production. By critically reflecting on agricultural developments, bringing 

students to the fields and farmers to the university.  

By bridging agriculture-related forms of science, practice and movement, Boerengroep 

contributes towards the development of a critical view on reality by students – the future policy 

makers, researchers and teachers. Boerengroep stimulates students to work together in 

interdisciplinary and international groups, with many different actors which all have different 

realities and different types of knowledge. This is realized by organizing critical discussions, field 

excursions, capita selecta courses, lectures and exchanges, by listening to the voices of the food 

producers and take their challenges – as well as their innovative practices - to the university, to 

work towards a fair and sustainable food production in the world. Besides connecting people, we 

actively search for research questions from the field: from peasants, farmers and gardeners. Our 

strength is thus to bridge the gap between science and reality, and this is of crucial importance at 

a university. Especially at Wageningen University carrying the slogan “to explore the potential of 

nature to improve the quality of life”. Thanks to Boerengroep, it is ensured that students will not 

lose their critical view and connection to reality, which is an important characteristic of the 

scientist. Irene Cardoso (professor of Soil Science at the Federal University of Vicosa, Brazil and 

vice- president of the Brazilian Agroecology Association) explains about the importance of our 

activities:  

“What I like about it [the international summer course of Boerengroep], is the way that the 

students can be connected to the reality, but in a way that they feel free to become part of this 

reality.”  
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Boerengroep aims to:  

• Approach agricultural topics from different angles: connecting social science with natural 

science, and academic theories with practical challenges and innovations;  

• Highlight the (im)possibilities and challenges that farmers, peasants and gardeners face;  

• Create understanding for diversity of opinions and stimulate a critical attitude towards 

your own position;  

• Stimulate transparency of the food production chain to support a critical attitude of 

consumers, farmers, researchers and students;  

• Contribute to the paradigm shift towards fair and vital agriculture by:  

• Visualizing the situation of farmers today and in the future through knowledge exchange 

amongst farmers, students, consumers, and professionals; 

• Stimulating local economies, to improve the position of the food producers; 

• Building, defending and strengthening Agroecology and Food Sovereignty; 

• Facilitating dialogues in the university and in the field on future food systems; 

• Informing on and highlighting present-day issues in agriculture.  

In this way, Boerengroep and Inspringtheater wish to stimulate a critical attitude towards 

agriculture and food.  

 

OUR PARTNERS 

In order to work towards social, just and sustainable food production, Boerengroep works 

together with many different partners, among which: 

PhDers and students of Wageningen University, in order to support them with the organization 

of events they find important to address, e.g. a symposium or movie screening; 

Chairgroups at the Wageningen University, like Rural Sociology Group (RSO), Forest and Nature 

Conservation Policy group (FNP) and Farming Systems Ecology (FSE) . We are always in close 

contact with chairgroups in order to discuss about thesis topics, internship opportunities and 

organizations of events and courses. We are supervising on average 2 interns with Boerengroep, 

so that students have a place to work on topics they find important to share with others, while 

gaining work experience, broadening their professional network and having the informative 

opportunity within an international organization with over 40 years of experience. Moreover, we 

are actively involved in offering thesis topics to students, that are related to agriculture related 

challenges of the realities that peasants, farmers, gardeners and indigenous communities face. 

Organizations, like VoedselAnders, Toekomstboeren, ASEED, Milieudefensie, Green Active 

Network (GAN), Cultivate Collective, Eurijn, café Linke soep, Greenpeace and SlowFood;  

http://www.boerengroep.nl/symposiumcolombia/
http://www.boerengroep.nl/orphansoftheland/
https://www.voedselanders.nl/
http://www.agriculturesnetwork.org/
http://toekomstboeren.nl/
http://aseed.net/en/about-aseed/
https://milieudefensie.nl/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwxbzdBRCoARIsACzIK2nvgb50BLhJi9yrXs4UU2mrdRvVp0rHntS1HGqfxpghhGqO3DyYl2oaAvJBEALw_wcB
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Foundations, like RUW, Otherwise, Stichting Heideboerderij, Stichting Herenboeren, Van Akker 

Naar Bos; 

Platform, Stichting Boerengroep is part of the Circular Farming Platform Wageningen (CFPW), 

which was founded on October 1, 2018 in response to the call for action made by the Dutch 

Minister of Agriculture, Nature and Food Safety, Carola Schouten, in the vision document "The 

Netherlands frontrunner in Circular Agriculture" presented on September 8, 2018 and by the 

chairman of Wageningen University & Research, Louise Fresco, in the Mansholt lecture held in 

Brussels on September 19, 2018. In this platform we partner with Green Office, WEPTALKS, 

Network Smart Fertilization and Agriforum Wageningen and we hope to include more 

organizations in the platform next year.  

 International research and advocacy institutes, like TNI, Louis Bolk Institute;   

International human rights organizations, like FIAN; 

Educational Institutes like Warmonderhof and VHL 

Local initiatives that work towards a more sustainable agriculture and strengthen the local 

economy. In 2019 we focused on new collaborations with local food producers in order to 

strengthen the network of local entrepreneurs and their connectedness to students. Partners 

were among others: 'Stichting Heideboerderij, Toekomstboeren, Eurrijn and 'Wageningen EET 

Duurzaam'. 

Farmers Unions, united in platform Aarde Boer Consument (ABC; ‘Earth Farmer, Consumer’), of 

which we are part as well. ABC unites farmers/peasant organizations (Nederlandse Akkerbouw 

Vakbond (NAV), Nederlandse Melkveehouders Vakbond (NMV) and Vereniging voor Biologisch 

Dynamische Landbouw), with the X min Y Solidariteitsfonds and the Women’s International 

League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF). 

The goal of ABC is to work together towards a social and economically sustainable agriculture. 

The platform ABC envisions an agriculture that strives towards regionally closed cycles, and 

considers the human rights, the environment, animal welfare, and a healthy soil. Furthermore, 

peasants/farmers should receive a fair price for their products. In order to reach these goals, ABC 

argues that food and agriculture should not be part of the free market and that the production of 

several agricultural products should be regulated, so that a fair income is guaranteed, both here 

in the Netherlands, as well as in the rest of the world. 

 

Together we organize: 

critical discussions, lectures, dialogues about agricultural topics, both practical topics as well 

as political topics related to farming and food production; 

https://www.tni.org/en
http://www.fian.org/
http://warmonderhof.nl/
http://www.vhluniversity.com/vhl-studies.aspx
http://aardeboerconsument.nl/
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capita selecta courses at the Wageningen University, like the international 3 ECTS summer course 

Farm Experience Internship; 

field trips to farms and gardens throughout the Netherlands; 

excursions and exchange programs abroad, like to the Agroecology Europe Forum in Crete; 

research mediation between university (researchers, students, education) and the needs of 

peasants, farmers and gardeners in the Netherlands and abroad. Boerengroep stimulates others 

to provide us with research questions and their challenges. We can then find students who can 

work on this as their internship or thesis; 

working groups: Together with chair groups such as RSO, FNP and FSE and we stimulate students 

to organize events of their own interest, related to food production and the reality of food 

producers. This is partly done via ‘Farmers’ Tales’; 

conferences, like Voedsel Anders; 

markets, like Reclaim the Seeds; 

interviews with farmers: In cooperation with Toekomstboeren, Boerengroep members often go 

to the field to conduct interviews with farmers on topics like access to land, innovative ways of 

farming, agroecological approaches etc.; 

interactive theatre, ‘Inspringtheater’, which is an important part of Boerengroep. The 

Inspringtheater provides students a critical view on developments in agriculture in an interactive 

form of theatre. 

 

ABOUT INSPRINGTHEATER   

Stichting Inspringtheater (Jump-in Theatre) organizes workshops, courses and produces theatre 

performances in collaboration with students/employees of Wageningen University. 

Inspringtheater brings creativity in the world of science and uses participatory theatre techniques 

(Theatre of the Oppressed/Forum Theatre) to encourage dialogue, critical thinking and 

empowerment.  

Inspringtheater originates from ‘Het Boerentoneel’ (Farmers theatre), which was founded by 

Boerengroep in 1972. Theatre plays concerning agricultural issues were performed, followed by 

substantive discussions. Nowadays we use an applied drama technique and participatory theatre 

practice created to empower audience individuals to determine social change: Forum Theatre.  

The founder of this methodology of Theatre of the Oppressed, Augusto Boal, worked with 

peasants in Brazil, which had a huge effect on society by empowering the peasants and farmers. 

By participating, audiences are enabled to make decisions, to critically address the issues 

https://farmexperienceinternship.wordpress.com/
https://farmexperienceinternship.wordpress.com/
http://www.voedselanders.nl/
http://www.reclaimtheseeds.nl/
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presented to them and to reflect on the social life within a safe environment offered by the 

theatrical design. 

 

FUNDING 

Boerengroep mainly receives its income in the form of subsidies. Wageningen University and 

Research is the main source of income, which we use for structural costs such as paying the two 

coordinators of Boerengroep and Jump-in Theatre.  

The Committee Activity Support (CAS) of Wageningen University and Research offers a partial 

support for some costs related to activities that we organize (for students) in Wageningen, such 

as costs of excursions, lectures, gifts for speakers, travel costs etc. The rest of the costs for 

Boerengroep activities are covered by a combination of asking small participation fees and 

occasional gifts from sponsors/partners/subsidies in money or in kind. 

As the structural costs have been increasing the past years due to inflation, we aim to get more 

structural gifts via ‘Friends of Boerengroep’, a project we started in 2019 to be able to fulfill our 

ambitious plans. Besides this, Boerengroep also started two merchandise projects in 2019 by 

selling organic, sustainably designed t-shirts and seedlings from seeds that were left after Reclaim 

the Seeds 2019.   

The activities organized by Jump-in Theatre are mainly covered by contributions of commissioners 

and the CAS.  

Since 2018 Boerengroep is a member of Eurijn, the local currency of Wageningen (and 

environment). We aim, when possible, to pay in Eurijn and stimulate the local economy when 

buying gifts or collaborating with local parties.   
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2. Boerengroep activities 
2.1 Education 
Boerengroep is closely related to the research and education at the Wageningen University. 

Firstly, Boerengroep connects students to the reality of farmers by helping them find an 

interesting thesis that meets the interests of the student and is also valuable for the farmer or 

farmers’ organization. Boerengroep stimulates farmers and farmers’ unions to send us their 

research questions, which can then be shared on the Boerengroep website and social media, and 

reach a broad audience of students. This way, scientific research and education stay linked to the 

reality and is solution-oriented towards the challenges from the field. This year Boerengroep also 

organized an alternative thesis fair where students and organizations could meet (2.2.1).  

Secondly, Boerengroep supervises interns from the Netherlands or abroad, offering them the 

opportunity to gain work experience within a foundation, while stimulating them to organize 

events on topics of their own interest. In 2019 Boerengroep supervised 4 interns (4.1). Maria-

Franca Dekkers and Eva van Dijk, both master students International Land and Water 

management, organized the Farm Experience Internship (FEI, 2.1.1) together as part of their 

internship with Boerengroep. Aside from that, Maria-Franca Dekkers made three short, 

educational videos that explain the concepts of Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), 

Permaculture and Regenerative Agriculture. Eva van Dijk did the flexible part of the internship 

with the NGO Dasht, that aims to support farmers in Iran who want to transition to organic 

farming. Both of them did their internship from March to September. From September onwards, 

Timo Tönjes studies International Development Management and organized a series of Farmers’ 

Tales (2.3.15) as a part of his Boerengroep internship. Furthermore, he developed a calendar for 

elderly people that allows them to experience nature. Marretje Adriaanse, lastly, is finishing her 

Msc Plant Science and Msc Aquaculture and Marine Resource Management. For Boerengroep she 

helped to organize the two events about the Dutch Agricultural Policy (2.3.14) and in January and 

February she is organizing two documentary nights. As a personal project, she makes a 

documentary about farmers and fishermen in the Netherlands, and how they deal with changing 

policies. She started her internship in August, while Timo started in September. They are both 

planning to finish their internship in February.  

Thirdly, Boerengroep organizes a 3 ECTS capita selecta course: the Farm Experience Internship 

(FEI) (RSO-51303). With the FEI, Boerengroep intends to bring theoretical knowledge from 

students together with practical skills and knowledge from farmers. Students are stimulated to 

develop a critical view on agriculture practices and to bridge science, practice and movement.  

And finally, Boerengroep is involved in writing articles and publishing videos with the intention 

to spread the word of producers, scientists and movements, and to stimulate critical thinking 

among students.  
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2.1.1 Farm Experience Internship – FEI 
 

The Farm Experience Internship is a 3 ECTS international summer course that Boerengroep has 

organized for the 7th time in 2019. The FEI intends to bring together theoretical knowledge from 

students with practical skills and knowledge from farmers. Developed in Brazil, the FEI is a growing 

movement that is being co-created by peasants, farmers, gardeners, scientists, students, NGO’s 

and agroecological companies.  

 

Topics that were covered in the edition of 2019 were, among others, permaculture, seed 

production, regenerative agriculture, wet farming, the corporate agri-food-system and 

agroecology. To promote the four-week-long course, and to spark the interest of people to join, 

we organized two information lunches and one FEI kick-off.  

 

a. FEI info lunches 

 

Date: 19-02-2019 and 13-03-2019 

Participants: 11 and 8  

The two FEI info lunches were meant to give an opportunity to people to get to know the FEI. 

Having one as early as February, allowed students to think about joining the FEI before they plan 

their holidays. Furthermore, it was a good way to engage students to become a part of the FEI 

organisational team.  

In the end we had a team of 6 people to organize the FEI - the coordinator, two interns and two 

volunteers. 

 

b. Celebrating Agroecology: Stephen Sherwood and FEI Kick-Off with Heitor 

Mancini 

 

Date: 15-05-2019 

Participants: 45 

To kick-off the FEI, Boerengroep, together with Otherwise, organized a dinner in Vreemde 

Streken, to be able to talk to everyone who might be interested to join the FEI as a participant, in 

a cosy setting.  

Boerengroep invited dr. Stephen Sherwood to talk about the movement, practice and science of 

agro-ecology, which is the broader theme of the Farm Experience Internship. Heitor Mancini, who 

had introduced the FEI in the Netherlands, talked about the agroecological movement in Brazil, 
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and how the FEI was developed there. After their two talks, there was an interesting discussion 

with the audience, and a lot of people asked the questions they had about agroecology. After this, 

there were some more people who had questions specifically about our Farm Experience 

Internship.  

 

c. The Farm Experience Internship 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 - 16-08-2019 

Participants: 22 

 

 

The Farm Experience Internship of 2019 lasted for four weeks, in the middle of summer holiday. 

The first week was devoted to a number of subjects related to agroecology, that we addressed in 

lectures and workshops, and on excursions. The first day started with an exercise to raise 

awareness about the origins of our food, and in particular of coffee. For the next part, every 

participant was asked to bring a food that meant something special to them, and in a circle  

everybody told the story, and all the food items were tasted. This was a very good exercise for 

the group dynamics of the rest of the FEI. The afternoon of the first day was devoted to the 

principles of permaculture, and we did a practical exercise about water management. The second 

day was about seeds and started with an excursion to Vitalis. In the afternoon, regenerative 

agriculture was discussed, and the day ended with the documentary “Seeds: an untold story”. The 

third day started after lunch, with an excursion to a cranberry farm. After that, there was dinner 

provided and, in the evening, there was a workshop about Feminism and Agroecology, given by 

Margriet Goris. On Thursday, Katie Sandwell from TNI gave a lecture about the influence of big 

corporations on our food, and the meaning of “organic”. In the afternoon, Fabian Kemps 

Verhagen told his story about how he decided to become a farmer, and which challenges he has 

faced since then. We started Friday by making a design in groups of our “dream farm”, which was 

then discussed with the whole group. Furthermore, Aaron Elton gave a lecture about agroforestry 

on his land in Uganda. In the afternoon there was an excursion to Food Forest Ketelbroek. To 
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celebrate the first week, the whole group had a potluck together and after that we watched a 

documentary about biological pest control. 

In the second and third week, all the participants went to a farm in the Netherlands to work and 

experience life there for two weeks. The participating farms were the Hoge Born, Nieuwe Ronde, 

Voedselrijk, Floris’ Bomen, Haverkamp, Ketelbroek, Veld en Beek, de Ommuurde Tuin, Fruittuin 

van West en Bioromeo.  

The fourth week revolved mainly around reflecting and connecting the practical experience to the 

theoretical information from the first week. Every day of the week, there were presentations of 

the participants per farm that they went to, where they talked about the activities on the farm, 

and how it felt to work and be there. On Monday we started with a big reflection exercise. In the 

afternoon Bert Lotz gave a presentation about new technologies in plant breeding and on farms. 

Then there was a discussion session with Herre Bartlema and Henk Oostindie about mixed farms 

and circular farming. On Tuesday, we visited the farm Frecklinghof in Germany. This is extensive 

biodynamic dairy farm, that is community supported. They also have a part of the farm reserved 

for food forestry. On Wednesday, the morning was reserved for a reflection exercise. In the 

afternoon, Ulil Ahsan spoke about his research concerning the agroecological movement in his 

country of origin, Indonesia. After this, Chris Chancellor gave a presentation about land grabbing 

practices within the European Union, and he also talked about his own market garden in 

Wageningen, Pluktuin Sayuran. As a preparation for the next day, Maria Franca Dekkers, intern 

with Boerengroep, showed the explanatory video she made about CSA’s. Indeed, CSA farms were 

the main theme on Thursday. In the morning the group started with an excursion to the Nieuwe 

Ronde, after which the tour continued to De Stroom, and then the group headed back to the 

Building with the Clock for lunch. In the afternoon Jan Douwe van der Ploeg gave a lecture about 

small-scale agriculture in the Netherlands, and his story was illustrated by the story of Vincent 

Delobel, a small-scale organic goat farmer from Belgium. It was a very interesting afternoon. 

Friday was spent with reflective exercises, everyone finished their farm design and collectively we 

discussed the take-away messages. Of course, there was also time for the participants to give 

feedback about every part of the FEI. After this, we went on the excursion, which was to the 

Ommuurde Tuin, where there was a tour, a dinner and a cosy bonfire to end these wonderful four 

weeks.  
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2.1.2 Alternative thesis fair 
 

Date: October 8  

Participants: 140 

In collaboration with: Otherwise, Green Office 

On the 8th of October 2019, we organized the alternative thesis market as part of the Seriously 

Sustainable Week. Boerengroep, Otherwise and Green Office worked together to contact 

interesting, sustainable organizations or people that offer theses that are just a little bit different 

from the ones offered by the WUR chair groups. This way students can have an idea of the 

possibilities to do a thesis or internship that is very relevant for society. The two hallways on the 

second floor in the Forum building were filled with about 13 stands and it was quite crowded. 

Furthermore, many students (more than Boerengroep can accept) were and continue to be 

interested in doing an internship with Boerengroep.  

 

2.2 (Field) Excursions 
 

2.2.1 Boerengroep goes to the Biobeurs 2019 
 

Date: January 23rd 

Participants: 12 

On the 23rd of January, Boerengroep organized an excursion to the Biobeurs. The 12 students 

who joined us, got a discount off the entrance fee. The Biobeurs is a place where Dutch organic 

farmers, producers and trading companies, retailers, chefs and restaurateurs all come together. 

Therefore, it is a great place for students to network and get to know the organic world in the 

Netherlands. 

  

2.2.2 Akkervarkens 
 

Date: January 26th 

Participants: 11 

On 26th January, Boerengroep organized an excursion to the farm Akkervarkens (Field pigs in 

English) in Walthermond in the Drenthe region, for a group of 11 people, mainly Boerengroep 

board members because the amount of seats to get there was limited. The goal was to visit a pig 

farm with an innovative, more animal- and environmental-friendly way of raising pigs. The 

farmers have 250 pigs that live outside all year round. The pigs live in and feed on neighboring 
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forest areas, and on other farmers’ arable fields where they dig out weeds or the remains of a 

harvest. 

Getting a 2-hour tour at the Akkervarkens farm was quite an experience. It was especially 

delightful to help the farmer go feed the pigs, and to see hundreds of them happily running to us 

from a distance in the field. It was inspiring to get to know about an economically successful farm 

that raises pigs according to their natural behavior, allowing them to live outside under the trees, 

dig out their food and to chill in the mud.  

 

2.2.3 Beersche Hoeve 
 

Date: May 3rd 

Participants: 12 

On the 3rd of May, Boerengroep organized an excursion to the Beersche Hoeve. This is an 

extraordinary farm that grows biodynamic vegetables to harvest the seeds. It was very 

educational to see how they select the seeds, and inspiring to hear the stories of the farmer, René 

Groenen. We had enough time for group discussions with the farmer, and we ended the 

afternoon with a walk among the estate where the farm is located.  
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2.2.4 Landgoed Vilsteren 
 

Date: May 25th 

Participants: 8 

Another estate that we visited, was Landgoed Vilsteren. Boerengroep organized an excursion 

there on the 25th of May. We were guided by Hugo and visited several farms on the estate. It was really 

nice to see Dutch cultural heritage and to see how the farmers together with the estate are implementing 

sustainability. This excursion followed a lunch lecture given by Hugo Vernhout on the 14th of May, where 

he talked about the estate and about the lease structures that guide farmers and estate owner towards 

more sustainable ways of farming.  

 

2.2.5 Vreba Melkvee 
 

Date: June 15th 

Participants: 24 

On the 15th of June, 24 students gathered to visit an innovative dairy farm: Vreba Melkvee, located in 

Vredepeel (Limburg). We were guided by Anouk van Bakel, a WUR/student farmer and who had been a 

speaker during the first event organized by the Circular Farming Platform. Anouk showed us how high-

technological innovation is being used on her family-owned farm to provide solutions for closing the 

circularity gaps. Students were intrigued to see that the farm itself was not that big, yet it boasted the most 

dairy cows in the whole of the country. Critical questions were asked and interesting answers were 

provided by Anouk who was able to address the challenges that the farm encounters as it shifts from linear 

to circular farming. 

 

2.2.6 De Ommuurde Tuin 
 

Date: November 2nd 

Participants: 20 

The first weekend of November, we went on a bike excursion to the Ommuurde Tuin in Renkum. Some of 

us had seen this market garden in other seasons, but there were also a lot of people who were there for 

the first time. We sat around the campfire and had a long and interesting talk with one of the main farmers, 

Elske Hageraats, about why she had decided to become a farmer. There were some participants that had 

come specifically because they were planning on starting a similar farm after their studies, so there was a 

lot of information to be exchanged. Then we had a tour and we saw what the garden looks like in late fall, 

and what they do to preserve and enrich the soil for next spring. It doesn’t often happen that we get to see 

a garden farm outside of the main growing season, and we left Elske inspired and satisfied.  
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2.2.7 Overesch Ecological Farm  
 

Date: December 7th 

Participants: 18 

On December the 7th we visited the ecological farm Overesch. The two farmers, Jan and Mariet, gave a 

presentation about their farm and business and then we went to see all the pigs. It was very interesting to 

see how calm they were and how they always have access to mud. They run a biodynamic, circular and 

biodiverse farm. The core business of the farm is raising pigs. But in total they only have around 800 pigs 

on his farm, which is compared to conventional pig farms only a small amount. Besides these pigs they 

grow a variety of about eight crops. It was a great experience to visit such a forward thinking farming family 

and a great example of a circular and nature inclusive farm. 
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2.3 Events organized by Boerengroep 
 

2.3.1 Farmers’ Fair 
 

Date: January 15th  

Participants: 100 

In cooperation with: OtherWise 

Supporting farmers is one of the main goals of Boerengroep activities. OtherWise and 

Boerengroep organized a farmers fair, where different local farmers were given the opportunity 

to connect to the student (and WUR employees) community of Wageningen. Establishing these 

connections, allowing different types of consumer/producer relations, is of great importance to 

keep different forms of food provisioning in existence.  

Local farmers and other organizations showcased their products and explained their vision. The 

following organizations were represented at the fair: Tuinderij de Stroom, De Ommuurde Tuin, 

Eurijn, Toekomstboeren, Rijnroosters, Agrarische Natuurvereniging het Binnenveld, Vreemde 

Streken, Stichting Philadelphia, Otto Vloedgraven Fruit, Ivo's Bread, WEP, Otherwise and 

Boerengroep. At the Boerengroep stand, the visitors could write down and hang up their 

“sustainable New Year’s resolution”, which lead to a visually nice collection of good intentions.  

 

2.3.2 Docu-night Seed, the untold story / Reclaim the Seeds volunteer 
evening  
 

Date: February 20th 

Participants: 20 

On the 20th of February, we watched the documentary Seed: the untold story, as preparation for 

the Reclaim the Seeds! market that we organised on the 30th of March. This documentary tells 

the story of the seed diversity that we used to have, and how much of it has been lost. Indigenous 

farmers talk about the corn varieties that are fundamental to their culture, scientists talk about 

how seeds are conserved, selected and about GMO varieties. Furthermore, the documentary 

shows the negative consequences of pesticides that is used because to combat diseases that occur 

partly because of lack of seed diversity.  

Before the movie, there was an hour reserved for people who possibly wanted to volunteer during 

the Reclaim the Seeds! day, to get more information.  
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2.3.3 Climate March in Amsterdam 
On the 10th of March, environmental organizations such as Greenpeace, Milieudefensie and many 

others organized a Climate March in Amsterdam.  

a. Info: why should you march?  

 

Date: March 7th 

Participants: 5 

Some of the board member of Boerengroep decided to go by bike to the Climate March in 

Amsterdam on the 10th of March, which was one of the largest in the history of the Netherlands. 

As Boerengroep we found it important to bring this into the attention of students and to invite 

them to join us on our bike, and therefore we organized a small event in Impulse on the 8th of 

March to explain our reasons and what our plan was. On Saturday the 9th of March we biked all 

the way to Amsterdam and spent the night in the last farm in Amsterdam, the Boterbloem. The 

next day we joined the rainy march and biked back.  

 

b. Climate Marches: What’s next? A recap.   

 

Date: March 21st 

Participants: 20 

In collaboration with: Otherwise, S&I, Extinction Rebellion and Fossil Free, Wageningen 

On the 21st, we, together with several other organizations, organized a small recap event in 

Forum, where we had testimonies from the bikers, but also from other people who had joined 

the march. 

  

2.3.4 Reclaim the Seeds 
 

Date: March 30th 

Participants: 250 

On the 30th of March we organized our very own Reclaim the Seeds-edition, here in Wageningen. 

The Hoge Born was the main location, where we had an elaborate seed market, where one could 

buy seeds from Smaakzaden, Gradinka Kruidentuinen, Onszaden, Tuin Joop and more. For the 

people who brought their own seeds, there was a seed swap table, where everyone could share 

their favorite seeds and go home with new varieties to try out. We also had prepared a workshop 

program with workshops about seed biodiversity, older chicken and farm animal varieties 

(Reclaim the Breeds!), food forests (Regain the Trees!) and much more.  
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Dr. Pablo Tittonell opened the day with an inspiring speech about small-scale farming and the 

conservation of agrobiodiversity. A couple hundred people showed up throughout the day, and 

we had a lot of positive feedback.  

 

 

 

2.3.5 Lunch lecture Land ownership 
 

Date: May 14th 

Participants: 16 

On the 14th of May, Boerengroep organised a lunch lecture in Leeuwenborch. During the lecture, 

Hugo Vernhout from Landgoed Vilsteren, talked about sustainable agriculture in the Netherlands 

according to the “landgoedmodel”. Landgoed Vilsteren realised that agricultural intensification 

and upscaling didn’t fit within the structure of an estate. The small-scale character of the estate 

and the strong interrelationship between the cultural history, the forest, nature and recreation 

require a different approach, and they have now worked out a lease structure that urges farmers 

to become more sustainable, while still offering them long-term leasing contracts.This lunch 

lecture was particularly interesting in combination with the excursion that we organized to the 

estate on the 25th of May.  

 

2.3.6 Lecture Eosta 
 

Date: June 17th 

Participants: 15 

On the 17th of June, Michael Wilde (Director of sustainability and communications EOSTA) gave 

gave a presentation on what EOSTA is doing to make the food supply chain fair and sustainable. 
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The event was held in the Forum building and was attended by 17 students. There was plenty of 

time for questions. At the end of the event, a project by the NGO Dasht that aims to support 

organic farmers in Iran, was also presented and the question was raised on how to connect this 

with EOSTA. This lecture was organized by one of the interns, Eva, who, as a part of her internship, 

searched for funding for the project of Dasht.  

 

2.3.7 OTEPIC on tour lecture 
 

Date: October 2nd  

Participants: 32 

Philip Odhiambo Munyasia came to Europe in the Summer & Autumn 2019 to present his 

permaculture community project OTEPIC in Kenya. Since its inception, the project has included 

workshops and training, sustainable food production and permaculture, supporting 3000 people. 

Boerengroep hosted the lecture and welcomed 32 students and lecturers to the event. The event 

was supposed to last 2 hours, but because the content was so interesting, the talk continued for 

another half hour, filled with questions and answers about how to build a flourishing community 

from the slums by working with permaculture. 

 

2.3.8 Dialogue with Indigenous leaders 
 

Date: November 1st  

Participants: 150  

In collaboration with: Greenpeace, the Forest and Nature Conservation Policy Group 

 

Thursday 31st of October Boerengroep, Greenpeace and the Forest and Nature Conservation 

Policy group hosted a delegation of leaders of Indigenous Peoples of Brazil. The event was packed 

with people, the room at Impulse was overcrowded, which showed an obvious interest for the 

subject. The program consisted of a plenary meeting facilitated by Barbara Oliveira, after which 

the public and the leaders got a chance to go deeper in smaller groups into several topics involving 

diverse problems the Indigenous leaders are facing, and finally a wrap-up to connect all the 

outcomes of both sessions.  

 

2.3.9 Lunch lecture Steven Sherwood 
 

Date: November 6th 

Participants: 64 
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In collaboration with: Otherwise, Cultivate! 

On the 6th of November, Boerengroep, Otherwise and Cultivate were pleased to welcome 

Stephen Sherwood for a talk about the recent protests in Ecuador, and the link to food. Around 

64 participants attended the event. Stephen talked about how he, as a researcher and farmer in 

Ecuador, experienced the protests and strikes in Ecuador, from his organic farm there. He 

depicted the media coverage of the events, and what they put forward as the reasons, and then 

explained how the protests in reality weren’t so much about fuel prices, but more about the loss 

of food sovereignty and the industrialization and consumerism culture that pose a threat to the 

(small-scale) farmers.  

 

2.3.10 Critical discussion about Unilever 
 

Date: December 6th 

Participants: 47 

In collaboration with: Otherwise 

On Friday the 6th Unilever opened the doors of the Global Foods Innovation Centre at 

Wageningen Campus. OtherWise and Boerengroep took a critical stance to this collaboration and 

invited students to talk about the questions like: How sustainable is Unilever and will they add to 

'quality of life'? Furthermore, during this event the Boerengroep discussed the relationships 

between Wageningen University and big multinationals such as Unilever and Friesland Campina. 

Otherwise introduced some facts about Unilever's role in the palm oil industry and collaborations 

of the Wageningen University with multinational companies. In summary we facilitated an 

interactive discussion on the establishment of the Unilever innovation centre on campus, where 

over 47 students (but no representatives of the WUR or Unilever) were present. This event 

however opened up the floor for future talks about and with Unilever. 

 

2.3.11 Women’s rights in agriculture 
 

Date: December 9th 

Participants: 22 

In collaboration with: ActionAid 

On Monday the 9th of December, ActionAid, an Amsterdam-based NGO that actively promotes 

women’s (land) rights in developing countries, came to Wageningen to give a presentation about 

their activities, together with Boerengroep. We started the night with an energizing activity. Then 

Sophie from ActionAid gave a presentation explaining what they do as an organization and for 

whom. After this presentation, we moved on to the discussion, which was guided by a couple of 

statements. Participants in the room were given space to express their opinion. We had a 
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constructive discussion about possibilities for agriculture to empower communities and the 

women within those communities, which was a good ending of an interesting evening. 

 

2.3.12 Herfstcongres BD-Vereniging: Inclusive Agriculture as a source 
of happiness and wellbeing  
 

Date: December 12th 

Participants: 250 

In collaboration with: Stichting Demeter, Vereniging voor Biologisch-Dynamische Landbouw, 

Stichting Bewust Bodemgebruik, Toekomstboeren 

On the 12th of December in the Mauritskazerne in Ede, the annual Biodynamic fall congress was 

held. This year was about celebrating the progress that Demeter and other BD-related subjects 

have made, and about the way forward. Dr. Meino Smit and Ronald van Marlen were the key-

note speakers. There were 7 workshops in the afternoon, and Boerengroep (chair and 

coordinator) together with Vereniging Toekomstboeren organized a workshop on the subject of 

land co-ownership. The event was meant to shed some light on the struggles that farmers are 

dealing with when it comes to getting support from the community. By using theatrical methods, 

participants were able to step into the shoes of the farmer and other members of the community. 

A plenary sessions afterwards revealed where the root problems were hiding during the played-

out conflicts. The whole congress was very interesting for Boerengroep to network and to get into 

contact with a lot of farmers.  

 

2.3.13 CEJA Meet and Mingle 
 

Date: December 12th 

Participants: 82 

In collaboration with: CEJA 

On the 12th of December, over 40 students had a meet and mingle with 40 young farmers from 

many european countries who were in Wageningen representing CEJA, of which, in the 

Netherlands, NAJK is a sub-group. The event was held in Café Rad van Wageningen, which has a 

brewery with locally sourced ingredients. Students and farmers alike had a great opportunity to 

talk about the challenges and benefits of being a young farmer in Europe today. Although the 

event was set to end at 23:30, the event continued on until closing hours. 
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2.3.14 Debates about the Dutch Agricultural Policy 
The farmers’ protests in October inspired us to organize a series of two events to reflect on the 

currently highly contested agricultural policies in the Netherlands. 

 

a. Het Nederlandse Landbouwbeleid: Wat ging er mis?  

 

Date: November 20th 

Participants: 31 

On November the 20th we focused on ‘What went wrong?’ with Frits van der Schans. He is a 

farmer’s son who works at Centrum voor Landbouw en Milieu, an independent research institute. 

He advises, amongst others, the government on issues related to sustainable and circular 

agriculture with a main passion for the dairy sector. 

In order to understand why the intensive Dutch agriculture shows signs of decline, a short historic 

overview was given. After that he also discussed the nitrogen crisis and where it comes from. Van 

der Schans noted that the current crises in agriculture offer the opportunity to the government 

to stop with only introducing ‘end of the pipe solutions’ and further redesign an agricultural 

system that is more future proof. But how should that look like? 

This event was in Dutch.  

 

b. Het Nederlandse Landbouwbeleid: Waar gaan we heen? 

 

Date: December 4th 

Participants: 28 

On December 4th there was a fruitful discussion on Dutch agricultural policy under the pleasure 

of a drink in Café Loburg. As a reaction on the nitrogen discussion and farmers protests, 

Boerengroep decided to look at the problem from a bit of distance, and discuss the fundamental 
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mechanisms which lead to repeated crises over the course of history. For this discussion we were 

joined by four panel speakers: Peter Drenth, Jeroen Candel, Guus Geurts and Tom Kuhlman. To 

facilitate the discussion, we prepared a couple of discussion questions related to three main 

subjects: Nature and Borders, Circular Farming and Business Models and Trade. It turned out to 

be an inspiring discussion in a packed café.  

 

 

2.3.15 Farmers Tales 
 

Farmers’ Tale 13: Elske Hageraats from de Ommuurde Tuin 

 

Date: June 6th 

Participants: 21 

On the 6th of June – during lunch – we were proud to have Elske Hageraats talk about what she 

does and how she sees the world food problematic. She talked about how the crop rotation at 

the Ommuurde Tuin works, and how it feels to be a farmer after finishing two master degrees. 

After this, we discussed the problem of how to eradicate world hunger. She problematized the 

question “How can we feed the world” and suggested that we look instead at the causes of why 

the “world” can’t feed itself and find a solution to improve the livelihoods of rural communities, 

of whom 80 percent are farmers.  
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Farmers’ Tale 14: Petra from Ekoboerderij de Lingehof 

 

Date: November 29th 

Participants: 23 

On the 29th of November we were happy to have Petra Derkzen, active at the biodynamic 

Ekoboerderij de Lingehof, talk about herself, de Lingehof and various biodynamic principles being 

applied at the farm. Back in the days this used to be a dairy farm, which is recognizable when 

entering the farm; the deep-stable is still there and in wintertime young cattle from neighboring 

organic dairy farms inhabit the place. Collaboration has always been an important value for de 

Lingehof. Located closely to the Wageningse Heuvelrug (Ridgeline), the farm has developed an 

intensive relationship with several WUR chair groups. Petra challenged the audience to think 

about what it means to practice biodynamic agriculture. This started an interesting discussion 

with the students about the farm as an integrated, whole system living organisms and about the 

bio-dynamic principle of having animals on the farm.  

 

Farmers’ Tale 15: Farming at the end of the world with Jesse and Jessica 

 

Date: December 5th 

Participants: 23 

On the second edition of December 2019 the floor was taken up by Jesse Opdam and Jessica 

Snoek. After graduating at the WUR, the two travelled to the West Ardnamurchan Community 

Garden, located at the most westerly part of the British mainland. For half a year Jesse and Jessica 

worked to produce a wide variety of fresh vegetables and fruits including apples, strawberries, 

lettuce and chard, green peppers, pumpkins, carrots, beets, potatoes, curly kale and much more. 

With the nearest supermarket located a two-hour drive away, it surely is a good thing that the 

farm is highly productive. One interesting eye-catcher at the garden is the “Poly Tunnel”, a 

greenhouse-like structure as visible below. Jesse and Jessica not only had an amazing time staying 

at the garden, by getting their hands dirty they left the place with valuable knowledge on farming 

in a temperate (Dutch-like) climate. This comes in handy as the two are now looking to start a 

farm here, in the Netherlands. 
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2.4 Circular Farming Platform Wageningen 
At the end of 2018, the minister of agriculture Carola Schouten had set the tone: ‘the Netherlands 

frontrunner in circular agriculture by 2030’. The need for a paradigm shift from maximum to 

optimum production was also underlined by Louise Fresco. Boerengroep took this call for action 

seriously by setting up together with WEP (Wageningen Environmental Platform), GreenOffice 

and the NCOK (the Dutch Centre for Development of Circular Precision Agriculture) the Circular 

Farming Platform. Agriforum joined later on the initiating team. The role of this platform is to 

offer a place of dialogue for students, academics and practitioners to discuss the challenges and 

opportunities to make the transition happen, also in education. During the year of 2019, 

Boerengroep within the Platform focused on organizing interactive events and excursions on the 

theme of circular agriculture, which highlighted the complexity and multi-levelness of the topic. 

 

2.4.1 Kick off Circular Farming Platform 
 

Date: January 18th 

Participants: 110 

In collaboration with: WEP, Green Office, NCOK 

On Friday the 18th of January, over a hundred students from different fields of study gathered in 

the Impulse building during lunch to take part in the kick-off of the Circular Farming Platform 

Wageningen. During the first part of the kick-off, the initiating organizations introduced 

themselves and emphasized why they felt the need to initiate this platform. In the second part 

two guest speakers, Ekko van Ierland (WUR prof.) and Erik Goewie (emiritus prof.), were given 

the floor to illustrate the need for a transition from their own field of expertise. Both 

presentations analyzed the complexity of current agri-food systems and therefore gave insights 

into the many challenges that we have ahead of us. The anticipation was felt in the crowd and 

students were eagerly listening to the ideas put forward, and a great number of students from 

different fields showed interest in active engagement with the platform. 

 

2.4.2 Together Towards Circular Farming series 
 

Together towards circular farming platform is a series of events that the Circular Farming Platform 

organized. It comprised (lunch) events where researchers and practitioners were given the floor 

to inform the students about the complexities of circular farming, and discussion evenings where 

participants were invited to interact with each other and with the guest speakers, to think along 

and co-create knowledge in relation to circular farming. 
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To be able to understand the diversity in the agricultural field, guest speakers with different 

farming methods and business models were invited. By looking at the announced paradigm shift 

from different entry points, the Circular Farming Platform aimed to raise awareness of the multi-

levelness of the shift from linear to circular agriculture. 

 

a. Together towards circular farming #1: a dairy farmer’s case 

 

Date: May 20th 

Participants: 40 

In collaboration with: WEP, Green Office, NCOK 

On Monday 20th of May, the Circular Farming Platform Wageningen had its very first big event. 

The floor was given to Anouk van Bakel, who talked about the farm of her family, Vrebamelkvee 

BV. It is a large-scale dairy farm investing in innovations towards more circularity. After a short 

introduction of the farm, she presented five big challenges that her farm and (dairy) farms in 

general face in the transition towards circularity (soil fertility, greenhouse gas emissions, feed 

import, policy restrictions and economics). In the form of a Word Café, the audience was divided 

into groups to discuss the outline of the problematics (drawing a problem tree), and to discuss 

possible solutions. The groups then shared their main – or most interesting – solution, and Anouk 

could give her opinion. She also presented the measures they chose to take on the farm. The 

participants raised interesting ideas and perspectives. It was an interesting night for both Anouk 

as for the students and researchers who participated.  

In June, Boerengroep organized an excursion to the farm Vrebamelkvee BV to give the 

opportunity to students to see in practice the efforts made towards more circularity. 
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b. Together towards circular farming: Recap Episode #1 with Evelien de Olde 
 

Date: May 24th  

Participants: 20 

In collaboration with: WEP, Green Office, NCOK 

4 days after the first event, Evelien de Olde, post-doc in sustainable livestock production systems, 

was invited during a lunch event to reflect with the audience on the findings of the first event, 

and to give us her scientist’s perspective on circular agriculture. The audience was also welcomed 

to interact with her, and additional insightful questions were asked. 

 

c. Together towards circular farming: Episode #2: a small-scale dairy farm 
 

Date: June 20th 

Participants: 40 

In collaboration with: WEP, Green Office, NCOK, Agriforum 

On Thursday 20th of June, small-scale dairy farmer Roel van Buuren was invited to tell us about 

his vision of circular farming and what it should be. Roel runs a dairy farm with 50 Jersey cows, 

150 chickens and 58 432 234 worms in the soil. He has a low-input system (using no synthetic 

fertilizer), relying almost entirely on his diversified pastures to feed his cows. As the cows’ manure 

falls on the grass, the chickens nearby with their mobile coop eat the fly larvae and scatter manure 

around, thereby feeding his soil. He also cares for   biodiversity by providing a suitable habitat for 

meadow birds. The audience was invited to interact by giving their opinion on a series of strong 

statements via the app Mentis.com. Statements such as: “Dutch agriculture has to continue 

increasing production to feed the world” sparked a lively debate, and Roel van Buuren also shared 

his vision of the future of farming. 

 

2.4.3 Annual forum Sustainability Day 2019 
 

Date: October 10 

Participants: 100 

In collaboration with: WEP, Green Office, NCOK, Agriforum 

On the occasion of the Sustainability Day 2019 on October 10th, and during Seriously Sustainable 

Week, Boerengroep co-organized the Annual Forum ‘Together towards circular farming: 

assessing the work in progress’. One year after the minister of agriculture Carola Schouten 

declared her vision on circular agriculture, it was time to ask prominent figures from various 

backgrounds what had been done so far and what the next steps were in the transition.  
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The event started with a jump-in theater scene extracted from the play Kringlopen created by 

Inspringtheater. After the scene depicted the struggles faced by a farmer in present time, an 

interactive part followed where the audience was asked for suggestions to help the farmer to 

become circular. The rest of the event consisted of three panel discussions around the topics of 

education, policy and politics, and farming practices and business models. 13 key speakers in 

research, education, government, finance, consultancy and farming were invited to share their 

vision together with the audience. This included Alex Datema (BoerenNatuur), Imke de Boer and 

Saskia Visser (WUR), Frank Verhoeven (Boerenverstand) and Jessica Tepper-Kuiper (Eytemaheert 

farm). The event was well received by the audience consisting of a mix of students, professors 

and external people.  

 

 

2.5 Boerengroep Breaks 
 

Date: every 1st and 3rd Thursday of the month  

Participants: 5-20 

In cooperation with: Café Onder de Linden  

Every first and third Thursday evening of the month, the Boerengroep Breaks are held in 

Wageningen’s Beer Café and Brewery “Onder de Linden’’. They are an informal space where you 

can meet up with other students, share ideas and get into dialogue on challenges and new 

initiatives that farmers engage in the Netherlands and around the world. The Breaks answer the 

wish to meet with those who are interested in Boerengroep, and provide them with a mid-way 

between only casually attending events and jumping into the board straight away. The 

Boerengroep Breaks have proven to be exactly what Boerengroep needed. With great success! 

They have allowed Boerengroep to meet new people, have good talks and most of all good laughs. 

Several highlights are worth mentioning. During the 15th edition Herre Bartlema, chair of the 

NCOK (the Dutch Centre for Development of Circular Precision Agriculture), was our special guest 

and shared with the participants his vision of circular agriculture via his own activities in precision 

agriculture. Boerengroep went to the movies on the 17th edition to watch The Biggest Little Farm, 

a documentary following the dream of an American couple to establish a 200 acre-farm in 

harmony with nature. The 18th edition in the start of September was a great success, as 30 curious 

students joined the special edition ‘Get to know Boerengroep’ where we presented our yearly 

activities and working groups. And the special edition for Sinterklaas of course, where  

participants exchanged agriculture-related gifts. 

 

Since December 2019, Boerengroep and Inspringtheater have chosen to make the Break a 
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common place to both organizations. This fits better with the willingness to connect Boerengroep 

and Inspringtheater’s activities better. 

 

2.6 Promotion activities 
 

2.6.1 Annual Introduction Days (AID) 

 

a. Winter AID 

 

Date: February 15th 

Participants: 100 

In cooperation with: AID, GAN 

As every year, Stichting Boerengroep participated in the Winter AID market, to introduce our 

organization to new students. This allows us to make students enthusiastic to participate in our 

events and to become a part of the team. The main focus of Boerengroep during the Winter AID 

market is to spread the word about the Farm Experience Internship, and to gather more people 

who want to help organize it.  

 

b. Summer AID 

 

Date: 20th of August 

Participants: 200 

In cooperation with: AID, GAN 

Stichting Boerengroep also had a stand during the Summer AID market, which takes place in the 

Arboretum. This is always a busy event, where the Boerengroep team gets the chance to talk with 

a lot of new students in one afternoon. It is a good opportunity to introduce who we are and what 

Stichting Boerengroep does, and this year Boerengroep ended up with a long list of people who 

wanted to be contacted, and some of them became a part of the board. With the GAN 

organizations and the help of the AID team, we made a “Green Corner”, so that students could 

find all the green organizations in one place. It was very cosy.  
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2.6.2 Regreening 
 

a. Winter Regreening 

 

Date: February 23rd 

Participants: 44 

In cooperation with: Green Active Network, Wageningen Environmental Platform (WEP), 

Extinction Rebellion, Foodsharing Wageningen, Connect Wageningen, Ppauw, Green Office 

Wageningen, Wageningen Student Farm, OtherWise Wageningen, Thuis, Future For Nature 

Academy, RUW Foundation and the Creative Garden Wageningen. 

 

Several organizations joined forces to host an event to get to know all of the green organizations 

of Wageningen. Participants were able to visit the green hotspots in and around the city, meet 

green-minded people, participate in workshops and games by the green organisations of 

Wageningen, experience sustainable living in the Ecovillage Ppauw and were given the option to 

become part of the Green Active Network Wageningen (GAN). The programme started off with a 

welcome coffee and tea at Pauw followed by a choice of two workshops. Then a lunch was 

prepared by members of the GAN followed by a tour of the ecovillage pauw. In the late afternoon, 

a series of games were played at the Building with the Clock to introduce newcomers to the 

organisations working there. The Boerengroep had a seed guessing game where participants had 

to guess as many farming seeds as possible within a time frame. The person with the most correct 

answers went home with a book on seed sovereignty. Later in the evening, there was a dinner at 

the ecovillage Pauw followed by a party with a live band and DJ’s.  

 

b. Summer regreening 

 

Date: October 10th until October 13th   

Participants: 40 

In cooperation with: Green Active Network, Green Office, Otherwise, Student Farm Wageningen, 

Wageningen Environmental Platform, Ecovillage Ppauw, Thuis, Creative Garden, S&I 

 

In 2019, the Summer Regreening was part of the Seriously Sustainable Week. It was organized by 

almost all the GAN organizations, and the organization of the event was coordinated by the GAN 

coordinator, Sammy Xie. The weekend took place mostly in Ecodorp Ppauw. Participants had the 

option to camp there during the weekend, but as the Regreening weekend took place in October 

this year, most of the participants already had a room where they preferred to sleep. As with 
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other Regreenings, the goal was to make the different Active Green Organizations better known, 

and to help new students understand the differences between the organizations.  

On Friday evening, FoodSharing cooked a tasty meal from food scraps, after which there was a 

game where participants had to guess the organizations by the poems they performed.  Saturday 

started with a yoga practice, after which there was a (vegan) fox hunting game in the river 

forelands, and almost all GAN organizations participated in this and invented riddles for the 

participants. The group was reunited in Thuis, where we had lunch. There was a “weed dating” 

activity planned in the afternoon, but because of the bad weather, it was cancelled. In the 

evening, Wageningen Student Farm provided dinner for us, and after that a big party took place 

in Ppauw, with several live performances. On Sunday, the weather was a lot better. The Creative 

Garden gave us a tour in their garden, and then the weekend came to an end with a pizza feast.  

 

2.6.3 Seriously Sustainable Week 
In 2019, Boerengroep participated in the Seriously Sustainable Week, coordinated by Green 

Office. Boerengroep participated on the Sustainability Market and helped to organize the 

Alternative Thesis Market (2.1.2) and the Summer Regreening (2.6.2 b). However, most of the 

energy within Boerengroep went to the organization of the Circular Farming Annual Forum 

(2.4.3).  

 

a. Sustainability Market 

 

Date: 7th of October 

Participants: 80 

Organized by: Green Office 

As one of the green organizations, Boerengroep also had a stand at the Sustainability Market, 

organized by Green Office. The market took place on and around the Forum stage, which meant 

that there were a lot of students passing by. The market was a good chance for students to get to 

know Boerengroep.  

 

2.6.4 Veste Board Market 
 

Date: January 16th 

Participants: 3           

Organized by: Veste. 

The VeSte annual Board Market is the ideal opportunity to get in contact with numerous student 

boards in Wageningen and this year Boerengroep and Inspringtheater joined as well to look for 
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new active board members. The venue took place in Forum during the midday break. Although 

the market was semi-busy, only 3 people stopped by to discover what the Boerengroep was. In 

the end, it did not directly result in new board members.  
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2.7 Conferences, fairs and meetings attended by Boerengroep 
 

2.7.1 Symposium Nederland Koploper in de Kringlooplandbouw - de 
praktijk aan het woord 
 

Date: January 16th 

Participants: 2 from Boerengroep 

Organized by: Network Smart Fertilization 

On the 16th of January, the Boerengroep coordinator and one board member went to a 

symposium about circular farming in the Netherlands. There were a lot of farmers present, and 

some of the best practices were presented. The focus throughout the day was mainly on highly 

technological solutions and on the best ways to finance the transition to circular agriculture. The 

speakers included farmers, professors and a representative from the province of Noord-Brabant. 

Considering the year theme, it was valuable for Boerengroep to understand what circular farming 

in the Netherlands could look like, and it was interesting to talk to some young dairy farmers 

about the struggles they were facing, afterwards.  

 

2.7.2 Seminar Circular Grass  
 

Date: February 7th 

Participants: 3 from Boerengroep 

Organized by: Smart Grass Production, Network Smart Fertilization 

The coordinator and Chair attended the symposium ‘Nederland koploper in de 

kringlooplandbouw - Beste landbouwkundige praktijken voor melkveehouders’ in Nijkerk, 

organized by Smart Grass Production. Topics included optimal grass production for own protein 

production, precision fertilization with circular fertilizers and reduction of soil compression. 

Attendees were a mix of farmers, consultants, civil servants and researchers. It was interesting to 

see what (part of) the private sector saw as circular agriculture and how they adapted their 

business model to it. 

 

2.7.3 EU Verkiezingsdebat 
 

Date: May 6th  

Participants: 4 from Boerengroep 

Organized by: Platform Aarde Boer Consument 
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Four members of Boerengroep went to the election debate (“Verkiezingsdebat over het Europese 

landbouw- en handelsbeleid: Hoe te komen tot een eerlijke prijs voor een eerlijk 

landbouwproduct?”) in Nijkerk, organized by Platform ABC (Aarde Boer Consument), Nederlandse 

Melkveehouders Vakbond (NMV) and Nederlandse Akkerbouw Vakbond (NAV). It was a panel 

discussion with the politicians Jan Huitema (VVD), Tineke Strik (GroenLinks), Anja Hazekamp 

(Partij voor de Dieren), Geert Ritsema (SP) and Bert-Jan Ruissen (SGP). The discussions revolved 

around the CAP, and how it could be changed to ensure that farmers get cost-covering revenues, 

the free trade agreements CETA and TTIP and their effects, and - in line with our year theme - 

circular farming and the re-introduction of protein crops in Europe. It was very interesting for 

Boerengroep to understand the different perspectives that the Dutch political parties have on 

agriculture, especially in relation to the European elections.  

 

2.7.4 Boerengroep goes to the Climate march Wageningen 
 

Date: May 17th 

Participants: 200 

Organized by: Extinction Rebellion Wageningen 

In a demonstration of distress about the current state of climate and biodiversity, and in a protest 

against the seeming inability of local and national governments to appropriately address these 

issues, several organisations and movements gathered on the fields in front of Atlas with demands 

for the university and for the municipality of Wageningen. Many members of Boerengroep joined 

the movement out of solidarity to ask for more focus on agro-ecological farming systems. The 

march started in Atlas and ended at the Town Hall building in the city center where we were 

greeted by the mayor and staff. At the end there was an art installation in which everyone could 

participate and contribute their thoughts, worries, and creativity. 

 

2.7.5 Voedsel Anders Networking Meet-up 
 

Date: 24th of May 

Participants: Boerengroep coordinator  

Organized by: Voedsel Anders core team 

At the end of May there was a meet-up for the Voedsel Anders (Food Otherwise) network to come 

together and discuss the future of Voedsel Anders, and the eagerness to organize another big 

conference together. The outcomes of the VoedselKaravaan 2018 were presented, there was a 

“Transition Café” in which the participants could talk about different subjects involving the food 

transition at different tables and people and, divided in different theme groups, the participants 
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brainstormed about what a possible conference should entail. The conference will be organized 

in Wageningen in the beginning of April 2020.  

 

 

 

2.7.6 Agroecology Europe Forum (Greece) 
 

Date: September 21st - October 1st 

Participants: 215 

Organized by: Agroecology Europe 

The Agroecology Europe Forum, an agroecological knowledge platform had been held for the 

second time in its existence. The event, which happens every two years is held on a location that 

is made available by one of the AEEU members in Europe. The forum is meant to hold space for 

agroecology and support it as a movement amongst farmers, researchers, lawmakers, students 

and all other people connected to sharing in scientific and field knowledge. Four members of 

Boerengroep went on an excursion to the forum, accompanied by Margriet Goris (PhD student 

UFV/WUR). The interns and coordinator of Boerengroep also gave a workshop at the forum about 

their experiences with agroecology in practice and more specifically the organization of the FEI. 

As to not have to fly, the five embarked on a long car ride, needing two boats to get to the island 

of Crete, where the event was held. It was a three day event with plenaries, debates, workshops, 

local and traditional activities and day excursions to discover agroecology on the island of Crete.  
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Furthermore, we connected Boerengroep to the Agroecology Europe Youth Network and we good 

conversations with some youth organizations from all over Europe who were eager to work 

together with Boerengroep in the future. Our workshop about the FEI also revealed new 

possibilities for collaboration and to learn from other organizations.  

 

2.7.7 Meetings with Platform ABC 
 

Date: every six weeks 

Participants: Boerengroep coordinator, representatives Platform ABC 

Organized by: Platform Aarde Boer Consument 

To keep up to date with everything that’s going on in the world of farmers, the Boerengroep 

coördinator attended the meetings of Platform ABC (Aarde Boer Consument), which is a platform 

consisting of the NAV (Nederlandse Akkerbouw Vakbond - Dutch Arable Farming Union), the NMV 

(Nederlandse Melkveehouders Vakbond - Dutch Dairy Farming Union), the Association for 

Biological-Dynamic Farming and Food, the WILPF (Women’s International League for Peace and 

Freedom), Future Farmers, the VBBM (Vereniging tot Behoud van Boer en Milieu, Association for 

the Conservation of Farmer and Environment) and the Boerengroep.  

In these meeting several topics such as the farmers’ protests are discussed, along with long-term 

developments that affect farmers like trade agreements and the vision created by the Dutch 

Ministry of Agriculture concerning circular farming.  
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3. Inspringtheater Activities 
Preface 
 

2019 was a year full of action and transformation for Inspringtheater. A great triumph of the year 

was the production of Kring-Lopen; location theatre performances (on farms) on the theme of 

energy transition and sustainability in agriculture. Two members from Boerengroep wrote an 

essay on the topic, which was published in a booklet and part of the project. Kring-Lopen was 

completed with actors from both Wageningen and the Ijsselvallei, musicians, poetry, and 

illustrations made by Nozomi Kaya (former intern of Boerengroep).  

Another successful project was a new play for the national LEADER day (part of the Dutch Rural 

Development Programme, RDP). In interaction with the audience the actors showed different 

perspectives in the game of rural development.  

Coordinator Geertje Klaver spent a lot of extra working time, and with the ambitious help of 

others Inspringtheater became more and more active, and more closely connected with 

Boerengroep. Next to a closer collaboration with Boerengroep, we also worked together with 

other organisations. With stichting Otherwise we organised a special lecture about Augusto Boal 

and Theatre of the Oppressed. Via Vrijwilligers centrum Wageningen we found more volunteers, 

and the opportunity to follow several workshops. We got to use rehearsal space in the Lab for 

Change and Droevendaal.  

The cherry on the cake was the formation of a special Inspringtheater board. And last but not 

least, in October Geertje handed over the baton to the new coordinator Johanna Schröder!  

In conclusion: Inspringtheater is doing very well, and ready to flow into more projects. 

We hope you enjoy reading about the activities of Inspringtheater in 2019! 
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3.1 Performances 
 

3.1.1 Kringlopen 

First idea was in 2018, start interviews for script was March 2019, start rehearsals: May 2019 

Dates of performances Kringlopen 

Date: 29 juni, try out Welsum 

Audience: 50 

In cooperation with: Festival Ter Mate’s Ark 

 

Date: 31 august, première 

Audience: 200 

In cooperation with: Stichting Ijsselhoeven, Klooster Sion 

 

Date: 5 october Hall/Brummen 

Audience: 50 

In cooperation with: Brummen Energie 

 

Date:  13 october, Deventer 

Audience: 120 

In cooperation with: IJssellandschap 

 

Date: 14 november, Middelburg 

Audience: 25 

In cooperation with: Bibliotheek Zeeland 

 

Date: 16 november, Kampereiland 

Audience: 35 

In cooperation with: GCIJ 

 

Description Kringlopen 

 

Participants:  15  

Audience: 30-200 

In cooperation with: Stichting IJsselhoeven, Stichting Boerengroep 
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During our excursion to the interactive theatre performance ‘Boerderij in de buurt’ in 2018 we 

met Gerard Hendrix. He knew Boerengroep from back in the days and was happy to meet current 

members. We were excited to see the performance, because we saw a link with the history of 

Boerentoneel.  After a bit of talking, the idea was born to do a new project together with Gerard 

and Stichting IJsselhoeven. At the first meeting we had several ideas and projects in mind. In the 

end this resulted in the project Kring Lopen.  

Kringlopen became a play about the transition to circulair agriculture and energy transition. The 

actors are students from Wageningen and members of Stichting IJsselhoeven. The play got 

booked all over the Netherlands, where we played mostly on farms and opened the dialogue 

about the content of our scenes where we showed the different perspectives on the situation. 

The goal of ‘Kringlopen’ is to raise awareness for the situation of the other parties, who are also 

struggling with the complexity of the transition. We also played ‘Kringlopen’ in the theatre (zaal) 

of the library of Middelburg, Zeeland, where we got filmed by the regional TV channel. Here you 

can find more about it: 

Aflevering 13 YESC - Omroep Zeeland: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvJalkzyLqc&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0_Sf6I-

Gz8QzSJbgPqa9XCJw9YLfgjk3Z3E8whJyVYejiP-VVgEGH8Y9E    

For Kringlopen we created a booklet with an essay written by Patricia Lemmans en Maarten de 

Graaf from Boerengroep. We worked together with Nozomi, an intern from boerengroep, who 

created the wonderful paintings for the booklet and the stage-decor. The Lab4change offered us 

a room to rehearse and Sasha Nijntjes wrote a song for our play. We also integrated music in 

between the scenes made by multiple artists and last but not least, a poem about the topic was 

written. 

Kringlopen will continue to raise awareness and open the dialogue to the transition in 2020, 

where we already got a lot of requests for. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvJalkzyLqc&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0_Sf6I-Gz8QzSJbgPqa9XCJw9YLfgjk3Z3E8whJyVYejiP-VVgEGH8Y9E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvJalkzyLqc&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0_Sf6I-Gz8QzSJbgPqa9XCJw9YLfgjk3Z3E8whJyVYejiP-VVgEGH8Y9E
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3.1.2 Dealing with Stress  
 

The issue is as topical as it was before, which is why we performed the play ‘Dealing with stress’ 

again. This play shows 3 different persons dealing with pressure and the emotions that come with 

this. During the performance the audience discusses ways to deal with it, communicating with 

intern and extern factors of stress. The structure of the script deviates from the traditional Forum 

theatre, this means the joker has options to facilitate in a creative and conscious way. The result 

is a playful workshop, with a lot of interaction with the audience.  

More info: https://resource.wur.nl/nl/show/Cursushoppen-tegen-stress.htm 

 

Date: one day rehearsal with Maureen Klijn, 1 half day rehearsal with Geertje Klaver.  

Performance on 15 april 2019 in Maastricht.  

Participants:  actors Amin, David, Sanne & joker Geertje Klaver 

Audience: 30-40 phd candidates 

In cooperation with: Maureen Klijn, University Maastricht 

Description: Every year the university of Maastricht organises a ‘spring meeting’ for PhD 

candidates from the public health field. Inspringtheater was asked to hold a workshop during this 

day. Maureen (former coordinator of Inspringtheater) directed this play, as she also wrote the 

script!  

Some reviewed quotes of this day:  

“I really enjoyed the out of the box approach to the topic” 

“Very confronting, in a good way” 

“Well executed and very interactive” 

https://context.reverso.net/vertaling/engels-nederlands/The+issue+is+as
https://context.reverso.net/vertaling/engels-nederlands/as+it
https://context.reverso.net/vertaling/engels-nederlands/before
https://resource.wur.nl/nl/show/Cursushoppen-tegen-stress.htm
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“They involved us directly and it helps to personalize the topic of the meeting” 

“Nice, practical examples, and I particularly appreciated the interactive part” 

 

 

 

Date: 1 day rehearsal with Suzanne.  

Performance on 24 May 2019 during the Wageningen Graduate Schools (WGS) carousel at the 

campus in Wageningen.  

Participants: Actors Madhu, Sanne & joker Wieke 

Audience: 25  

In cooperation with: Suzanne Prak, Wageningen School of Social Sciences (WASS) and 

Wageningen Graduate Schools (WGS). 

Description: We held a workshop during the yearly WGS carousel at the campus in Wageningen. 

Special about this performance was that it was done with only two actors instead of three! 

Because we lacked one actor, the script of the play had to be adapted in just one rehearsal; a 

great achievement of Suzanne and the actors. Interestingly it worked really well to adapt it, also 

the actors enjoyed it to improvise more and have more input. The jokering was done by Wieke 

(who joined Inspringtheater before some years ago).  
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Date: Performance on 12 juni 2019 in Ede.  

Participants: Actors Madhu, Sanne & joker Geertje 

Audience: 30  

In cooperation with: Wageningen School of Social Sciences (WASS).  

Description: We performed the stress play with two actors again during the WASS PhD 

introduction course in the evening. Although the students were pretty tired after their intensive 

course days, they participated in an active way and enjoyed the workshop. 

 

 

 

3.1.3 LEADER:‘Ontpolderen in de polder’ 
 

Specially made for the occasion of the yearly LEADER day, Inspringtheater performed the new 

play/workshop 'Ontpolderen in de polder'. This was one of our most successful projects of the 

year. LEADER is a (European) bottom-up method for regional development and part of the Dutch 

Rural Development Programme (RDP). This play was written and directed by Hadass Pelter. To 

develop the script she had several interviews with members of the LEADER network, and while 

writing she worked closely together with the actors. For this project we had chosen to work 

together with more experienced actors. The result was a committed project with a lot of energy 

and involvement.  
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Date: 3 rehearsals + 1 day rehearsal with Hadass. 

Performance on 13 September 2019 during the National LEADER day. 

Participants: actors Inez, Lies, Paul & joker Hadass 

Audience: 50  

In cooperation with: Hadass Pelter, LEADER (Holland Rijnland). 

Description:  Actors Inez, Lies and Paul transformed the input from the audience to little scenes: 

different perspectives in the game of rural development. With the guidance of 'joker' Hadass the 

audience discussed on how to act as a member of a local action group. It was an inspiring day:  the 

plenary discussion on the future of the rural area grabbed our attention. Inspringtheater is looking 

for more projects like this! 

 

More info:  

https://netwerkplatteland.nl/landelijke-leader-dag-2019 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpXcz9-

mVRg&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0wMkrUQP3kasTqOGRE6tEjFZWAWelUEih3WSfoi3FnXSXl

9TtQkPMxtbA 

 

 

https://netwerkplatteland.nl/landelijke-leader-dag-2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpXcz9-mVRg&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0wMkrUQP3kasTqOGRE6tEjFZWAWelUEih3WSfoi3FnXSXl9TtQkPMxtbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpXcz9-mVRg&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0wMkrUQP3kasTqOGRE6tEjFZWAWelUEih3WSfoi3FnXSXl9TtQkPMxtbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpXcz9-mVRg&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0wMkrUQP3kasTqOGRE6tEjFZWAWelUEih3WSfoi3FnXSXl9TtQkPMxtbA
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3.1.4 Are you sure  
 

In honour of our performances for WASS (Wageningen School of Social Sciences) we revived an 

old script of Inspringtheater: this play is about scientific integrity and bending the numbers to fit 

your research. The story shows a PhD candidate who encounters several situations where she is 

doubting on the integrity of herself and the other scientists. During the performance the audience 

is invited to think about how they themselves would act and ‘jump in’. 

 

Date:  3 rehearsals with Suzanne.  

Performance on 2 october 2019 in Ede.   

Participants: actors Ashi, Emin, Franziska, Hanna, Johanna & joker Geertje  

Audience: 30  

In cooperation with: Suzanne Prak, Wageningen School of Social Sciences (WASS). 

Description: We performed the play during the WASS PhD introduction course. Actor Ashi 

facilitated the warming up with the audience, this was really fun!  
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3.2 Workshops  
 

3.2.1 Cops in the head workshop 
 

For one of our WASS performances (during a PhD introduction course) we decided to give a 

workshop, instead of a performance with actors. Nynke Okma provided this workshop.

 

 

Date: 20th of March 2019 in Ede. 

Participants: 40  

In cooperation with: Nynke Okma, Wageningen School of Social Sciences (WASS). 

Description:   

In what situations do you feel blocked to do or say what you want? 

Whenever we stop ourselves from doing what want to do or saying what we need to say, there 

may be discouraging voices and experiences from our past that hinder our actions. These ‘Cops 

in the Head’, that tell us "you can’t do that", "you're stupid", "no good" etc., have taken up 

residence inside us, affecting the way each of us listens, sees and acts. 

COP IN THE HEAD is a Theatre of the Oppressed technique that deals with those internal Voices. 

The workshop helps participants to explore in a creative and entertaining what happens when we 

take the cops out of our head.  

 

3.2.2 Outdoor lunchtime theatre workshop  
 

In order to promote the outdoor amphitheatre at the campus (Impulse) it was temporary roofed. 

Inspringtheater was asked to organise an outdoor lunchtime activity. Jolien Bouwman provided 

this workshop. 
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Date: 6th of September 2019 

Participants: 8 

In cooperation with: Jolien Bouwman, Impulse Wageningen. 

More info: https://www.wur.nl/nl/Waardecreatie-Samenwerking/impulse/Show/Jump-in-

theatre-Interactive-theatre-1.htm 

Description: This interactive theatre workshop consisted of various team building activities, both 

fun and challenging. A great start of the academic year by getting some fresh air outside, eating 

your lunch and getting to know your fellow peers of the university.  

 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Workshop ‘Science with Impact’ 
The Wageningen PhD Symposium (WPS) is an annual one-day event organized by the Wageningen 

PhD Council (WPC). Inspringtheater organised a 30-minute interactive workshop for an audience 

of 100 people in the theme of ‘impact of science’. It was quite an achievement of Mirza Celovic 

to bring this all together.  

 

Date: 25 october 2019 

Participants: 100  

In cooperation with: Mirza Celovic, Wageningen PhD Symposium 2019 

More info: https://wps2019wageningen.wixsite.com/scienceimpact 

Description: During an energetic 30-minute workshop Mirza directed the audience in a huge scale 

choreography. By changing patterns, the audience members became aware of their impact on 

the whole system. 

 

3.3 Jump-in sessions 

 

The first jump-in session was organised in 2018. In 2019 we continued with jumping-in! 

https://www.wur.nl/nl/Waardecreatie-Samenwerking/impulse/Show/Jump-in-theatre-Interactive-theatre-1.htm?fbclid=IwAR0qiR4Hu4ooPN3CFMfijUKnw0XoJwzix82-mLqUq7Q_1KioiMtbP_rO6KQ
https://www.wur.nl/nl/Waardecreatie-Samenwerking/impulse/Show/Jump-in-theatre-Interactive-theatre-1.htm?fbclid=IwAR0qiR4Hu4ooPN3CFMfijUKnw0XoJwzix82-mLqUq7Q_1KioiMtbP_rO6KQ
https://context.reverso.net/vertaling/engels-nederlands/an+achievement
https://wps2019wageningen.wixsite.com/scienceimpact
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 By organising this jump-in Sessions we want to create a platform where people can get an easy 

introduction in using (forum) theatre and other creative techniques to explore new ideas about 

(agricultural) themes. Jump in sessions are not-project-related rehearsals and by this an easy way 

to get to know Inspringtheater. By investigating several topics and having fun during theater 

exercises we build up the Inspringtheater crew.  

 

 

  

3.3.1 Jump-in Session in Forum 

 

Date: 15 january 2019 

Participants: 7 

In cooperation with: Geertje Klaver 

Description: During this first jump-in session of the year, Geertje gave an introduction in Forum 

theater and Theatre of the Oppressed. We collected several examples of oppression in agriculture, 

and in the end 3 forum theatre scenes were made about this topic.  

 

3.3.2 Jump-in Session One World week 
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Date: 4 April 2019 

Participants: 8  

In cooperation with: Karin Verbeek, One World Week 2019. 

Description: 

During this special Jump-in session for the One World Week we explored image theatre to to tell 

our stories and to make contact. How do we interpret images and what stories do we read in 

them? What does that say about who we are, about our differences and our similarities? Karin 

provided this playful and fun workshop, which resulted in a lot of ‘living statues.   

 

 

3.3.3 Jump-in Session with Samira 

 

Date: 16 may 2019  

Participants: 5  

In cooperation with: Samira van der Loo 

Description: Samira guided us from fun energizers into the world of Forum theatre. Step by step 

we created scenes to exercise the art of jumping in.  
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3.3.4 Jump-in Session for Boerengroep 

 

Date: 4 july 2019 

Participants: 5  

In cooperation with: Pablo Van Neste and Geertje Klaver 

Description: During this special jump-in edition for Boerengroep members we explored theatre 

exercises to open up new ways and stimulate dialogue in themes like circularity, access to land, 

future farmers and consumers to the field. A special treat to celebrate our bound with 

Boerengroep. 

 

3.3.5 Jump-in Session about Changes 

 

 

Date: 22th of November 2019 

Participants: 8 

In cooperation with: Johanna and Madhu 

Description: 

This Jump-in session was meant to think about the changes in life we come along. It was planned 

by the board member Madhu and the new coordinator of Inspringtheater Johanna. They used 

methods from Forum Theatre, to get into the topic of ‘changes’ and also to get to know the 

techniques of Forum Theatre.  

For this session we were allowed to use the beautiful cafe IMAGINE in the centre of Wageningen 

who left their cafe open for us and joined the session joyfully.  
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3.4 More activities 
 

3.4.1 Lecture Theatre as a rehearsal for revolution with Stichting 
Otherwise  

 

In 2019 we put our heads together with stichting Otherwise to join forces in organising shared 

events. A lot of ideas for this were born. We started by organising a lecture about Theatre of the 

Oppressed and Augusto Boal. This lecture in Impulse was an easy way for people to get to know 

the methodology and the background of the method we use. Geertje (coordinator IT) and Samira 

(coordinator Otherwise) even performed a small invisible theatre act during the lecture! 

 

Date: 23 April 2019 

Participants: 40-50 

In cooperation with: Suzanne Prak, Stichting Otherwise, Impulse. 

More info: https://www.wur.nl/nl/activiteit/Theatre-as-a-rehearsal-for-revolution-Lecture-

about-Augusto-Boal-by-Suzanne-Prak.htm 

Description: In this lecture Suzanne Prak took us along to understand how the legacy of Augusto 

Boal can be put to personal and political use. Once created out revolutionary work with peasants 

in Brazil, it is now used all over the world for social and political activism, conflict resolution, 

community building, therapy and government legislation and address power issues. The journey 

of Augusto Boal is very diverse, including  working in the Favelas in Brazil, being exiled from his 

country, pursuing a political career, and working in Europe. He integrated his experiences with 

(in)justice and politics into theatre methods. This is how Theatre of the Oppressed grew out to a 

groundbreaking methodology including Forum theatre, invisible theatre, newspaper theatre, 

rainbow of desire, and legislative theatre. 
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3.4.2 Veste Board Market 

Date: 16 January 2019 

Description: Boerengroep and Inspringtheater hosted a stand at the veste board market markets 

to attract new board members. 

 

3.4.3 Winter Aid info Market 

 

Date: 15 February 2019 

Description: Boerengroep and Inspringtheater hosted a stand at the winter aid info market 

to  reach the new WUR students.  

 

3.4.4 Aid info Market 
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Date: 21 august 2019 

Description: Boerengroep and Inspringtheater hosted a stand at the aid info market to reach the 

new WUR students.  

 

3.4.5 Regreening 

 

Date: 11th October - 13th October 2019 

In cooperation with: The Green Active Network 

Description: The Green Active Network organized a weekend for the new students, who are 

interested to get to know all the organisations in Wageningen who are related so sustainable 

topics. Insptingtheater joined the planning of this weekend and also hosted the ‘creative evening’ 

together with Otherwise at this weekend. It was a great opportunity to introduce us to new 

people. 

 

3.4.6 Boerengroep breaks 
 

In December, Inspringtheater joined in the Boerengroep breaks; an informal space where you can 

meet the people behind Boerengroep and Inspringtheater, other students and share ideas and 

get into dialogue on challenges and new initiatives.  

 

3.4.7 Vacancies & interview-vrijwilligerscentrum 
 

To attract more volunteers and actors for Inspringtheater we offered vacancies on the website of 

‘Het vrijwilligers centrum Wageningen’. Through this way we got in contact with Zara, a refugee 

from Iran. She helped coordinator Geertje with small tasks (making coffee/tea, setting up chairs 

for a rehearsal, shopping for gifts).  

 

3.4.8 Trainingen vrijwilligerscentrum 

 

Coordinator Geertje followed a few workshops that were organised by Vrijwilligers centrum 

Wageningen: 

• ‘Haal meer uit facebook’ (2 evenings + online course) 

• ‘Netwerken voor vrijwilligers’ (1 evening)  
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• ‘Wordpress’ (2 evenings; together with Boerengroep, to update our websites).  

 

3.4.9 Presentation Panic with Marloes 

 

Date: April and September  

participants: one member of Inspringtheater/Boerengroep  

In cooperation with: Marloes Harkema More information: www.marloesharkema.nl  

Description: Marloes Harkema (old coordinator of Inspringtheater) offered a spot for free in her 

workshop series Presentation Panic. In return Inspringtheater helped promoting this for her. 

During the workshops, several strategies and techniques for managing nerves before and during 

presentations were taught. The workshops also covered non-verbal communication, structure 

and interaction with the audience, to improve the presentation performance.  

 

3.4.10 Excursion theatre performance ‘End User (Eindgebruiker)’  
 

Date: 20th of September 2019 

Participants: 5 

In cooperation with: campus community, local buzz (WUR) 

Description: Inspringtheater received 5 free tickets to visit the english version of the theatre 

performance ‘Eindgebruiker’ of De Waterlanders. The six members of Waterlanders had created 

a site-specific performance about their personal relationship with technology. The near-invisible 

fire we still carry with us connects the past, present and future and serves as the main theme of 

the show.  

  

 

  

3.4.11 Conference Play, Perform, Learn, Grow (PPLG)  
 

Coordinator Geertje joined this fruitful conference in Greece. It was a miraculous and motivating 

experience to join this 3 days filled with workshop (about interactive theatre, jokering and other 

creative methods to build bridges) along with presentations about several international projects, 

and meeting a lot of international colleagues and ‘celebrities’ like David Diamond and Lois 

Holzman.  
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Date: 4-6 october 2019 Thessaloniki 

Participants: 1 

In cooperation with: East Side Institute, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, University of 

Thessaly, Epineio Institute, Lesvos Solidarity. 

More info: https://pplg.org/ 

Description:  

Play, Perform, Learn, Grow (PPLG) 2019: Bridging Communities, Practices and the World will bring 

together people from all over the world who are using play and performance to engage social 

issues, heal trauma, stimulate imagination and possibility, generate community, and build 

bridges.  186 presenters from 37 countries will present workshops, performances and parallel 

sessions, creating new communities across intellectual, social, cultural and national borders. A 

biennial conference that will happen across Europe, responding to local and international 

initiatives and concerns and giving opportunities to new communities and leaders to emerge. It 

was founded in 2017 in response to the refugee crisis and it is inspired by Performing The World 

Conference.  

 

 

 

3.4.12 New special boardmeetings for Inspringtheater 

 

Date: 24 oktober, 11 december 2019 

participants: 6  

In cooperation with: Suzanna, Pablo, Louise, Geertje, Madhu, Johanna 

Description: During the transition of Inspringtheater, the board of Inspringtheater is working 

together with Boerengroep again and opens the horizon to new projects that its handy if not only 

the coordinator has to organize and do everything. The original task of a coordinator also is to 

delegate, which we wanted to implement in the structure of Inspringtheater. So we found a 

https://pplg.org/
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couple of interested people who want to be part of the process of realizing the visions 

Inspringtheater has.  

The Board will be meeting six times per year. Everyone is welcome to join the Insprintheater 

Board. We are not changing our board on a regular yearly basis, but with an organically change, 

since students are coming to and leaving Inspringtheater.  

The board is meant to think along with the coordinator, bring their own ideas on the table and 

are welcome to lead their own projects within Inspringtheater. 

  

 

3.4.13 Inspringtheater Meet up  
 

Date: 30 october 2019 

Participants: 15 

Place: Cafe Loburg 

Description: Who is Inspringtheater? What are they doing and why?  

“Inspringtheater” is an organisation a lot of people at the campus have heard about but have no 

idea what they are doing, and a way bigger amount of people have never heard about. 

We wanted to offer a moment to change this! We invited everyone to come and Meet up with 

us! 

Also, the coordinator changed, so we used this Meet up to introduce Johanna and say thank you 

to the old coordinator Geertje.  

The setting was casual, cause we wanted to chat and meet, see who is organizing Inspringtheater 

events and see who wants to join. To get to know each other. We got to know new people this 

evening who wants to join Inspringtheater projects and we also met already involved people.  

We prepared a little Forum Theatre “Jump-in”-Scene about being a coordinator and about new 

Projects in the future where everyone jumped in with excitement. 

This Meetup was the moment when we decided that it is important to us to meet on a regular 

basis and in a casual way with everyone who is involved in Inspringtheater and who wants to be. 
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3.5 Website/social media 

 

The website of Inspringtheater is in process to become a website which is more fitting to the 

broad opportunities Inspringtheater gives to Wageningen students and also where we can be 

booked and who we would like to collaborate with. We also want to use the website in the same 

way as our social media channels to keep interested people updated about upcoming projects, 

about intern processes and the opportunities Inspringtheater (in cooperation with Boerengroep) 

can offer.  
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4. Board members, staff and funding 
 

4.1 The Board  
 

The board of the Boerengroep Foundation 2019 consisted of the following people:  

Name Position Period 

Maarten de Graaff Chair November 2017-December 2019 

Pablo van Neste Chair since December 2019 

Esther van Hoof Treasurer since January 2018 

Pauline Martel Secretary since December 2018 

Eva van Dijk Excursion commissioner September 2018-November 2019 

Joost Sleiderink Excursion commissioner since November 2019 

Patricia Lemmens General board member since May 2019 

Yanina Willet General board member since June 2019 

Clark Halpern General board member since September 2019 

Aron Ortega General board member since October 2019 

Capucine Pélissier General board member since October 2019 

Elena Escaño General board member since October 2019 

Jesse Opdam General board member since November 2019 

Prisca Pfammatter General board member since November 2019 
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Interns of Boerengroep in 2019: 

Name Period 

Nozomi Kaya September 2017 - March 2019 

Maria-Franca Dekkers March 2019-September 2019 

Eva van Dijk March 2019-September 2019 

Marretje Adriaanse since August 2019 

Timo Tönjes since September 2019 

 

4.2 The staff 
 

Name Function Period 

Patricia Lemmens Coordinator Boerengroep May 2017-May 2019 

Louise Vercruysse Coordinator Boerengroep since May 2019 

Geertje Klaver Coordinator Inspringtheater October 2017-October 2019 

Johanna Schröder Coordinator Inspringtheater since October 2019 
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5. Privacy 
 

Since 25th of May 2018 new privacy regulations were implemented in Europe, therefore 

Boerengroep foundation formulated a new privacy policy, see: 

https://www.boerengroep.nl/contact/privacy-declaration/. Boerengroep has made new 

arrangements with the organization that hosts the website to fulfil the requirements for online 

data processing.  
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6. Funding sources 

 

6.1 New funding sources 

 

With the increase of the wages of the coordinators in 2018 came the need to find extra fundings 

to cover the costs of our ambitious ideas.  

 

6.1.1 Friends of Boerengroep 
 

Boerengroep came up with the idea of ‘Friends of Boerengroep’, which aims at offering 

collaboration in our activities with the ones who are willing to financially support Boerengroep 

(preferably on a yearly basis). Boerengroep reached former active members of Boerengroep, 

chairgroups at the WUR and organizations with whom activities (have been or) are being 

organized. There has been some positive results (see Yearly Friends of Boerengroep below) and 

Boerengroep intends to continue on this path. 

 

6.1.2 Ambassashirts 
 

Boerengroep designed 3 t-shirts for sale with inspiring prints for anyone who wants to proudly 

wear and show their convictions in agriculture to their surroundings. The t-shirts are made of 

organic cotton with water-based inks (more environmentally friendly) and were locally printed in 

Utrecht.  

 

6.1.3 Organic seeds and plantlets 
 

After organizing Reclaim the Seeds, Boerengroep was left with many bags of seeds. Some board 

members grew some plantlets out of them, which were sold on campus and via Facebook. 
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6.2 Yearly funds 

 

Boerengroep foundation received yearly funding from:  

 

Wageningen Universiteit and Research 

Postbus 9101 

6700 HB Wageningen 

 

Commissie Subsidie Aanvragen WUR 

Generaal Foulkesweg 37 

6703 PG Wageningen 

 

Yearly Friends of Boerengroep 
 

Farming Systems Ecology 

Droevendaalsesteeg 1, building 107 

6708 PB Wageningen 

 

Rural Sociology 

Hollandseweg 1, building 201 

6706 KN Wageningen 
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6.3 Funds for Reclaim the Seeds and Farm Experience Internship 

 

On top of that, Boerengroep received funding for Reclaim the Seeds 2019 and the Farm 

Experience Internship 2019 from: 

 

Alert fonds voor jongeren 

alert@alertfonds.nl  

 

Lush Charity pot 

Kalverstraat 121-123  

1012 PA Amsterdam 

 

Transnational Institute 

De Wittenstraat 25 

1052 AK Amsterdam 

 

Vitalis Biologische Zaden B.V. 

Hengelderweg 6 

7383 Voorst 

 

  

mailto:alert@alertfonds.nl
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7. New website and Instagram 
 

Boerengroep invested time in making a new website. With the help of Vrijwilligerscentrum 

Wageningen, 9 board members received a 2-session workshop on using Wordpress. Thanks to 

this newly acquired knowledge, the structure and layout of the website has been improved. In 

order to broaden its channels of promotion, Boerengroep also got an Instagram account 

(Instaboerengroep). 



8. Financial overview 
 

The following tables present our expenses and revenues for the financial year 2019. Our expenses and revenues are divided into different tables 

according to the banking platform where the transactions have been realised (Triodosbank and Eurijn). The last table summarizes our transactions by 

category and presents an overview of our financial situation at the end of 2019.  

The loss of €1516,99 is besides higher structural costs, mostly due to the huge opportunity we got to collaborate in the Kringlopen play. It is expected 

that the CAS application of 2019 will be honoured at least to the extent that this loss is covered.  

 

Financieel jaaroverzicht 2019 Stichting Boerengroep

Expenses Triodosbank Amount Revenues Triodosbank Expenses Eurijn Overview Amount

I. Overhead costs organisation I. Subsidies Honorarium in kind speakers in natura sprekers 7,90€      Expenses

Wage coordinators Boerengroep and Inspringtheater 18.899,56€        Subsidies WUR 29.630,00€        I. Overhead costs organisation 30.061,38€               

Wage tax 8.140,00€          CAS 3.280,00€          Subtotal 7,90€      II. Office 1.593,91€                 

Insurances 1.575,69€          Sponsoring from other parties 3.948,86€          III. Lectures, workshops, debates and excursions 8.090,35€                 

Other costs 1.446,13€          Friends of Boerengroep 1.270,00€          IV. Inspringtheater 19.065,32€               

Subtotal 30.061,38€        Subtotal 38.128,86€        Cash expenses 57,40€                      

Expenses Eurijn 7,90€                       

II. Office Expenses transferred from 2018 115,40€                    

Literature (books, newspapers) 267,99€             II. Other income Revenues Eurijn Total expenses 58.991,66€               

Telephone costs 46,64€               Participants' contribution 2.216,50€          

Office supplies 62,44€               Clients' contribution 15.509,03€        Clients' contribution 25,00€    Revenues

Structural costs (bank account, mailbox, Chamber of Commerce( 838,68€             Sales revenue 316,49€             I. Subsidies 38.128,86€               

Website 378,16€             Refunds 697,70€             Subtotal 25,00€    II. Other revenues 18.739,72€               

Subtotal 1.593,91€          Subtotal 18.739,72€        Cash revenues 581,09€                    

Total 56.868,58€        Eurijn 25,00€                      

Total revenues 57.474,67€               

III. Lectures, workshops, debates and excursions Boerengroep

Equipment and food for activites 3.401,88€          Total 2019 -1.516,99€   
Rental venues for activities locaties activiteiten 310,50€             

Traveling expenses 3.106,26€          Spending limit 21-1-2020 20.867,54€               

Honorarium speakers 325,02€             Money in cash (IT + BG) 1.322,13€                 

Honorarium in kind speakers 514,34€             

Attendance symposia/workshops Board 432,35€             

Subtotal 8.090,35€          Balance to spend in 2020 22.189,67€     

IV. Inspringtheater

IT food & drinks during activities 124,09€             

IT traveling expenses  1.235,61€          

IT honorarium in kind to third parties 394,62€             

IT honorarium director 16.807,05€        

IT rental light and sound installations 10,00€               

IT attendance symposia Board 100,00€             

IT other costs 393,95€             

Subtotal 19.065,32€        
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9. Attachment 


